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Lear has not only one faithful daughter, whom he knew
not how to value, but a friend beside .
Timon is prized by the only persons to whom he was

good, purely from kindliness of nature, rather than the joy
he expected from their gratitude and sympathy, his ser-
vants .

Tragedy is always a mistake, and the loneliness of the
deepest thinker, the widest ]over, ceases to be pathetic to
us, so soon as the sun is high enough above the mountains.,
Were I, despite the bright points so numerous in their

history and the admonitions of my own conscience, inclined
to despise my fellow men, I should have found abundant
argument against it during this late study of Hamlet. In
the streets, saloons, and lecture rooms, we continually bear
comments so stupid, insolent, and shallow on great and
beautiful works, that we are tempted to think that there is
no Public for anything that is good ; that a work of genius
can appeal only to the fewest minds in any one age, and
that the reputation now awarded to those of former times
is never felt, but only traditional. Of Shakspeare, so
vaunted a name, little wise or worthy has been written,
perhaps nothing so adequate as Coleridge's comparison of
him to the Pine-apple ; yet on reading Hamlet, his greatest
work, we find there is not a pregnant sentence, scarce a
word that men have not appreciated, have not used in
myriad ways.

	

Had we never read the play, we should
find the whole of it from quotation and illustration familiar
to us as air.

	

That exquisite phraseology, so heavy with
meaning, wrought out with such admirable minuteness, has
become a part of literary diction, the stock of the literary
bank ; and what set criticism can tell like this fact how great
was the work, and that men were worthy it should be
addressed to them?
. L. The moon looks in to tell her assent .

	

See she has
just got above that chimney .

	

Just as this happy certainty
has with you risen above the disgusts of the day.
A. She looks surprised as well as complacent.
L. She looks surprised to find me still here .

say good night .

	

My friend, good night .
A. Good night, and farewell .
L. You look as if it were for some time .

1844.]

	

The Consoles .

A. That rests with you .

	

You will generally find me
here, and always I think like-minded, if not of the same
mind.

An ancient sage had all things deeply tried,
And, as result, thus to his friends he cried,
"0 friends, there are no friends ."

	

And to this day
Thus twofold moves the strange magnetic sway,

Giving us love which love must take away .
Let not the soul for this distrust its right,
Knowing when changeful moons withdraw their light,

Then myriad stars, with promise not less pure,
New loves, new lives to patient hopes assure,

So long as laws that rule the spheres endure .

THE CONSOLERS .

CONSOLEaa of the solitary hours
When I, a pilgrim, on a lonely shore
Sought help, and found none-save in those high
That then I prayed might never leave me more!

There was the blue, eternal sky above,
There was the ocean silent at my feet,
There was the universe-but nought to love ;

The universe did its old tale repeat.

powers

Then came ye to me, with your bealing wings,
And said, "Thus bare and branchless must thou be,
Ere thou couldst feel the wind from heaven that springs ."

And now again fresh leaves do bud for me,
Yet let me feel that still the spirit sings
Its quiet song, coming from heaven free.

J.
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